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"These healing narratives serve not just as
self  nurturing “therapy,” but actually change
reality. We revise reality by altering our
consensual agreements about what is real, what
is just and fair. We can trans -shape reality by
chang ing our perspectives and perceptions.
By choosing a different future, we bring it
into being."
(Anzaldua, 2015)



Today's Conversation is
grounded in a desire to challenge and dismantle

the toxic culture in academia that is dominated

by excess productivity and workaholism. Our

experiences shouldn't have to be traumatizing in

the name of productivity. Our joys shouldn't be

squashed in the name of work. And although we

may not be able to change the academy, we can

alter our experiences by taking back our selves. 

How can we have joy and healing while writing

our dissertations?



Workshop participants
will:

 Understand how to build a plan of care for

dissertating;

 recognize the ways writing communities

provide mental, emotion, and spiritual

support; 

identify the ways play can be incorporated

into the writing process; and

develop a plan of care for writing.

1.

2.

3.

4.



Do you like writing? How
do you feel about
writing? 



Today's
workshop
presenter:

Fronteriza

Mom to Dianita 

Living with Anxiety

and severe hearing

loss. 

Highly sensitive. 



My journey through the
Ph.D. 

 

2015 - PhD coursework, switch advisors 

2016 - coursework, Wedding

2017 - last courses & Preparing for quals

2018 - Quals, morning sickness, & switching

advisors again

2019 - Birth and renewal. Dissertation proposal

with newborn

2020 - Pandemic panic, anxiety, migraines, teeth

grinding, fatigue, stress, AND ALSO healing.



Occupational therapy
 

American Occupational Therapy
Association, Occupational Therapy
Practice framework



Your mind?

 

What is your plan of care for writing
the dissertation? 

How will your

nurture/nourish/engage

your body?

 

And your spirit? 

 



Mind

Writing ritual 



Mind

Writing ritual 

- ergonomic desk & regular movement
- creating a ritual for writing
- morning meditations & reflections
- set an intention for the day/week
- affirmations
- Forest app for pomodoros
- plants, sunlight, gardening breaks
- Sensory basket (tuning into 5 senses)

My Plan(s) of Care led me to this: 



- writing communities function as support groups
- they can serve as mental, emotional, spiritual, and
creative support network
- locating a group you can identify with is important
- your writing community might not be your closest
friends or peers and that's okay!
- find different communities for differing needs you
have (one group for processing ideas, a different
group for accountability writing, a different group for
emotional writing...)

find joy by writing
in community



- I write on FocusMate.com or with interdisciplinary scholars
when I have time before a deadline & I write with my higher
education peers when I'm writing on a tight deadline. 
- Writing with others helps me be more compassionate to
myself. 
- writing with others brings me inspiration I may not have had
alone
- experiment with writing groups and with solitary writing.
Consistency is more important than following rigid routines. 

find joy by writing in
community



Writing as
Playing?

Analysis is play. Writing is

play. It's a puzzle we want

to complete and share with

the world 

For children and babies,

work is actually play.

Stuck between mom guilt

and writing guilt. 



Work AND
play. Not
work, then
play.

Gardening

getting our hands dirty 

dance breaks with Dianita

coloring, drawing, painting, water play,

sensory play

Creative arts

crochet, watercolors, storytelling, art

projects 



Developing
your plan of
care



Developing
your plan of
care

Evaluate yourself. What ails you when it
comes to writing? What are your problem
areas? Blockages? Think clinically. 
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What outcomes would you like for
yourself? What are goals related to your
body? To your mind? And to your spirit? 



Developing
your plan of
care

Evaluate yourself. What ails you when it
comes to writing? What are your problem
areas? Blockages? Think clinically. 

What outcomes would you like for
yourself? What are goals related to your
body? To your mind? And to your spirit? 

What interventions could you apply
to achieve those outcomes? What
interventions could you apply to
achieve joy? Healing? Wellness?



Developing
your plan of
care

Evaluate yourself. What ails you when it comes to writing?

What outcomes would you like for yourself? What are goals
related to your body? To your mind? And to your spirit? 

What interventions could you apply to achieve those
outcomes? 

Reflect. Check-in & start
again. 

Share your plan with others
in your writing community

or your advisor. 



Wellness Wheel



Wellness Wheel

What is one promise or committment you will
make to yourself today to begin thinking of writing
as a journey that can lead to joy and healing?



 
Questions?

cynthiavillarreal915@gmail.com
@CynDVillarreal 


